SPARKLERS AND NOVELTIES LEGAL FOR SALE & USE IN ARIZONA

SPARKLERS

Sparking Devices: Morning Glories

Sparking Devices: Wire Stick Sparkler

CAUTION: FLAMMABLE
Use only under close adult supervision. For outdoor use only. Do not touch hot wood. Hold in hand with arm extended away from body. Keep burning end or sparks away from clothing or other flammable material. Hold and light one device at a time. After use, place wood in water.

Trademarks are owned by the manufacturers and used for identification purposes only. All rights reserved.

THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT SAFE TO USE:

- Certain types of fireworks
- Certain types of smoke devices

Officially approved fireworks.

NOVELTIES

Snakes

Snappers / Drop Pops

CAUTION: FLAMMABLE
Use only under close adult supervision. For outdoor use only. Do not put in mouth. LAY ON GROUND. Light pellet.

PARTY POPPERS

Emits Showers of Confetti

Emits Showers of Sparks

CAUTION: FLAMMABLE
Use only under close adult supervision. For outdoor use only. Stick firmly in ground in an upright position. Remove cap for lighting. Do not hold in hand. Light fuse and set away. Do not hold in hand.

PARTY POPPERS - BOTTLE TYPE

PARTY POPPERS - PISTOL TYPE

PERMITTED “NON-AERIAL” CONSUMER FIREWORKS

GROUND SPARKLING DEVICES

Ball & Disk

Spins on ground. Emits flame and sparks.

CYLINDRICAL

Ground Move-Evenies / Crazy Groundwhips

Spins on ground. Emits flame and sparks.

SPARKLING WHEEL DEVICES

CAUTION: FLAMMABLE
Use only under close adult supervision. For outdoor use only. Place upright on ground. Light fuse and set away. Do not hold in hand.

GROUND BASED SPARKLERS

- Up to 500 grams

Cone

Square

California Rocket Shaped Fountain

PROHIBITED “AERIAL” CONSUMER FIREWORKS - ARIZONA

except as part of a Permitted Public Fireworks Display.

SKY ROCKETS / BOTTLE ROCKETS

WARNING: FLAMMABLE ROCKET

FIREFrackERS

WARNING: EXPLOSIVE

RELOADABLE SHELL DEVICE / ROMAN CANDLES

WARNING: SHOOTS FLAMING BALLS

AERIALs

WARNING: SHOOTS FLAMING BALLS WILL EXPLODE

SINGLE TUBE DEVICE WITH REPORT

WARNING: SHOOTS FLAMING BALLS WILL EXPLODE

M 3.0 / M 1000

WARNING: EXPLOSIVE